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Abstract. A subgroup X of a finite jroup G is called '-standard if

X = X/0(X) is quasisimple, Y = CG{X) is tightly embedded in G and
Ng(X) = NC(Y). 'Hùs generalizes the notion of standard subgroups.

Theorem. Let G be a finite group with 0(G)= 1. Suppose X is *-standard

in G andX/Z{X) a L2(2"), £73(2") or Sz(2"). Assume X < G. Then O'X)
= 1 and one of the following holds:

(i)£(G)a X XX.

(ii) X a 12(2") and E(G) - L2(22n), t/3(2") or L3(2").

(m)Xa U3(2")andE(G) a L3(22n).

(iv) X a Sz(2'") andE(G) a Sp(4, 2").

(v) X a 1^(4) andE'G) a A/12, ̂9, /„ J2, A-,, L&S), L3(5) or t/3(5).

(vi) X" a Sz(8) andE(G) a Ru (iAe Rudvalis group).

(vii) * a ¿2(8) andE{G) a G2(3).

(viii) Jf a SL(2, 5) a/irf G has sectional 2-rank at most 4.

In particular, if G is simple, G a A/12, A?, Jx, J2, Ru, U3(5), L3(5), G2(5),
or 3Z>4(5).

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with those finite groups G

containing a standard subgroup of Bender type. Actually we deal with a more

general situation as we allow for cores.

A subgroup X of a finite group G is called *-standard if X = X/0(X) is

quasisimple, Y = CG(X) is tightly embedded in G and NG(X) = NG(Y). A

standard subgroup (in the sense of Aschbacher [1]) is clearly *-standard.

We classify finite groups with a ""-standard subgroup of Bender type.

Theorem. Let G be a finite group with 0(G) = 1. Suppose X is *'-standard

in G and X/Z(X) = L2(2"), U3(2n), or Sz(2"). Assume that X £ G. Then

O (X) = 1 and one of the following holds:

(i)E(G)^ X XX.
(ii) X = L2(2") andE(G) = L2(22n), U3(2"), or L3(2").

(iii)* s U3(2") andE(G) = L3(22n).

(iv) X s Sz(2") andE(G) s Sp(4, 2").
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(v) X « 1,(4) and E(G) « M12, A9, Jx, J2, An, L2(25), L3(5), or U3(5).

(vi) X s Sz(8) and E(G) = Ru (the Rudvalis group).

(vii) X =i L2(8) andE(G) = G2(3).

(viii) A" s SL(2, 5), G Atfi sectional 2-rank at most 4, ío ¿y [12], E(G) =

í/3(5), L3(5), G2(5), or 3DA(5).

In particular, if G is simple then G = AfI2, A9, Jx, J2, Ru, U3(5), L3(5), G2(5),

or 3D4(5).

Let G and A!" be as in the main theorem with X $ G and let T0 be a Sylow

2-subgroup of Y. Then, except in cases (v) and (vi), | r0| = 2 and T0 induces

an outer automorphism on E(G). This shows that if X is a standard subgroup

and m(CG(Y)) > 1, then the conclusion of the main theorem in [3] holds.

The proof of the main theorem involves a "pushing up" procedure. Starting

from a Sylow 2-subgroup of M - NG(X), we attempt to find a Sylow

2-subgroup of G. At each stage of the procedure there occurs a certain

2-transitive group and this permutation group either has a regular normal

2-subgroup or a normal subgroup isomorphic to L3(2). In all cases except (vi)

and (vii) we show that the latter does not occur. When E(G) = G2(3) an

L3(2) does occur at the first step in the process, while for E(G) = Ru, a

factor of L3(2) occurs in the second step of the process.

The method of proof eventually reduces us to a situation where we may

quote a previous characterization theorem. In particular, we will use the work

of Goldschmidt [11] and Gilman and Gorenstein [10] in the identification of

E(G). In the exceptional cases (v), (vi) and (vii) we also use Aschbacher [2],

Dempwolff [6], Assa [4], O'Nan [19], and Harada [14].

The paper is organized so that §2 contains preliminary lemmas and §3

basic reductions together with the first step of the "pushing up" process. Then

§§4, 5, 6 deal with the cases X a L2(2"), Sz(2"), U3(2"), respectively.

2. Preliminaries. The first lemma deals with tightly embedded subgroups in

the automorphism group of a Bender group.

(2.1) Let X be a simple Bender group and X < Y < AutfJQ. If X < F and

F is a tightly embedded subgroup of Y, then one of the following holds:

(i) F n X lies in the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup of X, has even order,

and contains every involution of F.

(ii) F n X = l,\F\ = 2, and F induces afield automorphism on X.

(iii) F = (F n X)(t/, where \F D X\ is odd, and t induces a field

automorphism of order 2on X e= L2(4) or U3(2"). IfX = L2(4), then F n X =

Z3, and if X ¡= U3(2"), F n X =£ 1 is cyclic of order dividing 2" + 1 and

F r\ X centralizes E(Cx(t)) - L2(2").

Proof. Suppose t E F n X is an involution. Then t is central in a Sylow
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2-subgroup U of X, so that U normalizes F and U(F n X) is a group. It

follows that U(F n X) < NX(U) (see (1.6) of [19]) and, consequently, F n

X fixes a unique point in the usual 2-transitive permutation representation of

X. From here we have F < A(t/) as U is the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of the

stabilizer of that point. If F — (F n X) contained an involution /, then

Cx(j) < N(F), whereas/ must induce a field automorphism of X and Cx(j)

does not contain a normal Sylow 2-subgroup. We have now verified (i).

Assume now that \F n *| is odd and t is an involution in F. So / induces a

field automorphism on X and, by [22], X s L2(2") or U3(2"). So Cx(t) ss

L2(2"/2) or L2(2"), respectively, and this group normalizes F. Let K be a

Sylow 2-subgroup of Cx(t). We may assume Cx(t) s L2(<70) with z70 > 4, as

otherwise the result is trivial. So we may write F r\ X = (CFnX(v): v E

V*). If V < U E Syl^*), then CFnX(v) < NX(U) for each v G V*. Say

F n X =?*= 1. Then from the structure of NX(U) we conclude that X s U3(2"),

n > 2, F n X is cyclic of order dividing 2" + 1, and [F n *, C^r)] = 1.

In any case [Cx(t), F] < F n X, and the above implies [Cx(t), F] = 1 for

q0 > 4. This implies that F = (F n X)(t), and we have either (ii) or (iii).

The next several lemmas deal with 2-groups and their automorphism

groups.

(2.2) Let U be a 2-group of order q2 and Y a cyclic group of order q — 1

acting fixed-point-free on U. Let V < U be Y-invariant and such that U/ V

and V are elementary and equivalent as F2( Y)-modules. Then U is abelian.

Proof. Higman [17].

(2.3) Let UY be as in (2.2) and suppose that T is a 2-group of order q2,

normalized by UY, [T, U] < T n U = V, and Y is fixed-point-free on T.

Then one of the following holds:

(i)[T,U]=l.

(ii) For any t E T - V, u E U - V, [t, u] ¥= 1.

Proof. This is proved using Lie ring methods. See Dempwolff [6, Lemma

1.1].

(2.4) Let U be a 2-group and </) X Y acting on U with t an involution and Y

cyclic of order 2" - 1. Suppose that Y is regular on C^t)*. Then one of the

following holds:

(i) U is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L3{2").

(ii) U is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of U3(2").

(iii) U is homocyclic of rank « and inverted by t.

(iv) U is homocyclic of rank « and each involution in (/</>- U is U-conju-

gate to t.
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(v) U is elementary abelian of order 22n and each involution in U(t) - U is

U-conjugate to t.

Proof. This is essentially contained in Finkelstein [8, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2].

However, instead of (iv) and (v) he simply states that U is abelian and each

involution in [/</> - U is [/-conjugate to t. If ¡J is not homocyclic of rank n,

then using the action of Y we have |ß,(i/)| > 22". As \Cv(t)\ = 2", this must

be an equality. Here the only involutions in fi,(U)(t} are in tix(U) or in

tCuO) and

/i/nß1(i/)<O = 's2l(£/) = iQ(0-

Consequently, U = tix(U) and (v) holds.

(2.5) Let A = Ax X A0 be an elementary abelian 2-group, \A0\ = 2, A < N,

R = 02(N). Suppose also that N contains a cyclic subgroup K which operates

regularly on (R/A)# and on A f. IfCR(A0) = A, then CN(A0) covers N/R.

Proof. Assume CR(A0) ■ A. Then the action of K on A forces Ax =

Z(R). Consequently, if A0 = <r>, then tN C Axt. On the other hand, the

hypotheses force \R/A\ = \AX\ and tR = Axt. The result follows.

The following is a useful result of Goldschmidt.

(2.6) Let T E Syl2(G), W a weakly closed subgroup of T (with respect to G),

and A an abelian subgroup of CT(W), normal in T. Let S - {B < T: B < A,

B is conjugate to a subgroup of A) and set r = max{m(B / CB(W)): B E S }.

Then either

(i) &i(A) is strongly closed in T (with respect to G); or

(ii) there exists B E S such that m(B) + r > m(A); also if t E T is

conjugate to an element of A, then m([A, t]) < 2r, with m[A, t] < r provided

B/CB(W) is elementary for each B G §.

Proof. Theorem 4 of [11].

The following results are the key to the determination of the Sylow

2-subgroup in a group G satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem.

We consider groups G satisfying the following.

Hypothesis (*). (1) R < G is elementary and a Sylow 2-subgroup of a

tightly embedded subgroup K of G.
(2) There is a subgroup X £ NG(R) such that X < CG(R), and if U G

Syl2(Z), then U is elementary of order q = 2" > 4, and NX(U)/CX(U) is

cyclic of order q — 1 and is regular on U*.

(3) For S G Syl2(NG(R)) with U X R= V<£S,S/Vis faithful on U.

(2.7) Assume that G satisfies Hypothesis (*). Then one of the following holds:

(a) S E Syl2(G) and V is strongly closed in S.
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(b) Sx E Syl2(G) with \SX : S\ = 2, Sx acts on S interchanging U and R, and

V is strongly closed in S.

(c) Each of the following holds:

(i) V- U - U {(R*)g: g E G, R* < V}.
(ii) N(V) is 2-transitive of degree q on A = RG n V.

(iii) Either A(F)A contains the Frobenius group of order q(q — 1) as a

normal subgroup, or q = 8 and (N(V)*)' sa L3(2).

Proof. Suppose that G satisfies Hypothesis (*), and that (a) and (b) are

false. First note that we may regard U as F? with Nx(U)/Cx(U) acting as

scalar multiplications and S/ V acting as field automorphisms.

We first claim that S G Syl2(G). Otherwise we set S = T, V = W = A in

(2.6). As q > 4, V is weakly closed in S. So the lemma applies and r < 1. But

for <7 > 4 this is impossible. Consequently, S G Syl2(G).

As V is weakly closed in S, NG(S) < NG(V) so V contains more than one

conjugate of R. Applying (3.6) of [3] (which is independent of any results in

this paper) we have (i) and (ii) provided we can show that Äcn K^

{R, U). So suppose this latter case occurs. Let y G N (S) — S withy2 G S.

Then U = Ry. Set Sx = S(y}. It is easily checked that V is weakly closed in

Sx, and, since RG n V = {R, Ry} = Rs\ we have Sx E Syl2(G). Again we

appeal to (2.6) to get a contradiction. At this point we have established (i) and

(ii).
Now consider the 2-transitive group N(V)1'. The stabilizer of R in N(V)

will normalize X and, hence, will normalize NX(U) = NX(V n X). This

implies (using (2) of Hypothesis (*)) that 7V(K)A satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 1.1 of Hering, Kantor and Seitz [16]. We conclude that either

N(V)à has a regular normal subgroup, so that (iii) holds, or N(V)* contains

PSL(2,p) acting in its usual 2-transitive representation of degree p + 1.

Suppose the latter case holds. Then p + 1 = q = 2" and p is a Mersenne

prime. If we consider N(V)' n N(R), then this group acts on U inducing a

Frobenius group of order \(p - l)p = p(q - 2)(q - 1). This forces \(q -

2) to divide «, and hence « = 3, completing the proof of (iii).

(2.8) Suppose that G satisfies Hypothesis (*), V is not strongly closed in a

Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and that conditions (i)—(iii) of (2.7) hold with (N(V))^

containing a regular normal subgroup. Let D be a 2-complement of NX(U).

Then there is a Sylow 2-subgroup Vx of 02. 2(N( V)) and a 2'-group Dx with the

following properties :

(a) SDX < N(VX), VXS E Syl2(N(V)), andDx induces D on V.

(b) Vx = UXR with Ux n R = 1, where Ux = [Dx, Vx].

(c) U < Ux, and Ux/ U and U are equivalent F2(Dx)-modules.

Proof. The existence of Vx and Dx satisfying (a) is easy. By (2.7)(i) U is
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characteristic in V and we consider Vx/U. Suppose that ÜX(VX/U) = V/U.

Then V = ß](K,) is weakly closed in VXS and VXS E Syl2(G). However, we

can now apply (2.6) to conclude that V is strongly closed in VXS, contradic-

ting our hypothesis.

So ÜX(VX/U) > V/U and, since Dx is transitive on (Vx/V)#, each coset

of V/U in Vx/U contains an involution. Since D centralizes R we must have

DXVX centralizing V/U. It follows that Vx/U is elementary. From here (b)

follows as well as the first claim in (c). Finally we get the last statement in (c)

by letting r E R* and noting that the map uxU-*[ux,t] is a Dx-

homomorphism from Ux/U to U. The proof is complete.

We next make the observation that the above may be repeated. Namely,

suppose that Hypothesis (*) holds for G, V is not strongly closed in a Sylow

2-subgroup of G, and N ( V)à contains a regular normal subgroup. Choose Dx

and Vx as in (2.8) and consider Gt =G = NG(U)/U. Then for £ GGj, Vs <U¡R

implies Vg=VorVgC\V=\.   With this we can argue as in (2.7) and (2.8).

Suppose now that the process is repeated until at some stage either the

induced 2-transitive group does in fact contain L3(2) as a normal subgroup or

the analogue of V in Gm is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gm and

(a) or (b) of (2.7) holds. Assume that the process terminates in the latter way.

Then there is a subgroup Dm and a 2-group Vm of G such that [Dm, Vm] = Um

> U, R normalizes Um, R n Um = 1, Vm= UmR, each ¿»„-composition

factor of Um is isomorphic to U and Dm induces D on U. Also S < N(Um)

andSUmESyl2(NG(Vm_x)).

For r E R#, CUm(r) = Nv (R) = U, so Um satisfies the hypotheses of

(2.4). With this notation we can conclude:

(2.9) Let G satisfy Hypothesis (*) and suppose that the above process does not

yield the L3(2) case at any stage. Let Um be as above. Then one of the following

holds:

(1) Um is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of U3(q) or L3(q) and UmS G

Syl2(G).

(2) U < Um which is homocyclic of rank n and UmS E Syl2(G).

(3) V is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

(4) Um= U is elementary of order q2.

Proof. We may assume U < Um, as otherwise (3) follows as in (2.7). Also

we assume that Um does not satisfy (v) of (2.4), as otherwise (4) holds.

Suppose that UmS is normalized by an element y E G - UmS and y2 E

UmS. We first show that.y normalizes U. If S = RU, then U = Z(UmS) and

this is clear. Suppose S > RU. If S" < U, then S" contains an element fused

to an element in R#. In this case U = Cu s((^m^Y) soy normalizes U as

claimed. So we suppose that S" < U and, hence, (UmS)' < Um. If Um
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satisfies (i) or (ii) of (2.4) then (UmS)' > [Um, R] which is homocyclic of

order 22" and of rank «. So here U = QI((£/(HS,Y) if (UmS)' = [Um, R] and

U = Z((UmS)') if (UmS)' > [Um, R]. Either way y G N(U). If Um satisfies

(iii) or (iv) of (2.4), then (UmS)' > t/m_„ so U = Slx((UmS)') is normalized by

y. So in all cases the claim holds.

In particular^ normalizes Cv S(U) = UmR. But theny normalizes (UmR)'

= Um_x. Hence UmS G Syl2(NG{Um_x)) so that we are in case (b) of (2.7).

But then (4) holds. Thus we may assume UmS E Syl2(G). We complete the

proof by using (2.4) to get the structure of Um.

3. Initial reductions. Let G be a finite group having a *-standard subgroup

A/, such that Mx is a Bender group and the conclusions of the main theorem

are violated. Choose \G\ minimal and Mx minimal in the group G. Let

M = NG(MX) and M0 « CM(Mx/0(Mx)).

Choose T E Sy\2(M) and set T¡ = T n M¡, i = 0,1. Then T = TXT0T3

where T3 is cyclic. We set q = \ßx(fx)\, so that q = 2m and Mx a L2(2m),

Sz(2m), or U3(2m), unless Mx is a perfect central extension of Sz(8), when we

set q = 8, m = 3, or M, s SL(2, 5), when we set q = 4, m = 2. Let #, be a

2-complement in NMi(T0Tx) and Ä" = ATf"1. Finally set A, = ß,(7;.) and

^4 = AXA0.

The above notation will be maintained throughout the rest of the paper.

(3.l)Mx = (CMt(t):tElm(T0)).

Proof. Cm¡(T0) covers Mx/0(Mx). So if m(T0) > 1 the result is clear. If

m(T0) = 1, then it is easy to check that CM(QX(TQ)) is a *-standard subgroup,

so by minimality of Mx we again have the result.

(3.2) F(G) = 1.

Proof. By hypothesis we have 0(G) = I. Suppose 02(G) =£ 1. For each

involution t E T0, the tight embedding property implies that C0¿G)(t)

centralizes Mx. Now (3.1) and the P X Q lemma imply that Mx <

CC(02(G)). But then 02(G) < T0, so G < N(02(G)) < N(MX) and mx <

G, a contradiction.

(3.3) There does not exist a normal subgroup 1 < N ^ G such that N has

Sylow 2-subgroups of class at most 2.

Proof. If such an N exists, then using (3.2) and the result of Gilman and

Gorenstein [10], the structure of N is known. Consideration of the action of

T0 on E(N) gives a contradiction.

Similarly, we have

(3.4) G does not contain a normal subgroup 1 < TV <1 G such that a Sylow
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2-subgroup S of N contains an abelian subgroup A with A strongly closed in S

with respect to N.

Proof. Use (3.2) and Goldschmidt's theorem [11].

(3.5)(a)G = <r0G>.

(b) \G : 02(G)\ < 2. If the index is 2, then G = O2(G)T0 and T0 n 02(G)

= 1. In particular, | T0\ = 2 in this case.

Proof. Set G0 = <T0G> and suppose G0 < G. If M, n G0 < Z*(MX), then

Mx n G0 is a "-standard subgroup in N and, by minimality of G, the

structure of E(G0) is known, from which we have a contradiction.

Suppose that M, n G0 < Z*(MX). We claim that T0 E Syl2(G¿). Otherwise,

let X > T0 be a 2-subgroup of G0 normalizing T0. Then A" < N(MX), so

[Af„ v] < M, n (?o < Z*(MX). But this forces * < Afxy> impossible.

Consequently, T0 G Syl2(G0) and G = GoNG(T0) = G0Af. It follows that M

n G0 is strongly embedded in Go, so using Bender's theorem [5] we have a

contradiction. This proves (a).

For (b) use the minimality of G.

(3.6) There exists g E G - M such that 1 ¥= R - Tj} n M < T.

Pnr0=i.
(ii) If m(T0) > 1, then g can be chosen such that R = T§.

(iii) //|tf| > 2, then Slx(R) < QX(TX)T0.

(iv) If m(T0) > 1, i/zevi T0 w elementary abelian.

(v) Ifm(T¿) > 3, /te« /? = rj/or all such g.

Proof. If m(T0) = 1, then we apply (3.2) and the Z*-theorem of Glau-

berman. Also, in any case, (i) follows from the tight embedding property. We

now assume that m(T0) > 1.

At this point we apply the work of Aschbacher [1]. Theorems 1 and 3 of [1]

apply directly, while the proof of Theorem 2 carries over with just one

change. Namely at a certain point Aschbacher uses [M0, Mjj] ¥= 1 for any

g G G and his Hypotheses II to conclude that (iii) holds. However, in our

case, (iii) follows as in the proof of (2.1). So we may apply the theorems in [1]

to obtain (3.6) in the case m(T0) > 1.

(3.7) Suppose that m(T0) > 1. Then:

(i) There is no subgroup G0 < G such that T < G0, Mx = O (MX)(MX n G0),

and Mx n G0 is a *-standard subgroup of G0, but Mx n G0 ̂  G0.

(ii)0(M)= 1.

Proof. Suppose that m(T0) > 1. First we show that (i) implies (ii). So

assume (i) to hold, but (ii) false. Letp be a prime divisor of |0(M)| and P0 a

T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(M). Extend P0 to a T-invariant Sylow
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p-subgroup, P, of A/0 n C(T0TxO(M)/O(M)). As [A/„ P] < [A/„ A/0] <

0(M),NMi(P) covers Mx.

Let g G G - M be as in (3.6)(ii). Since P = (CP(t): t G (T^)*), P < M«.

It is easily checked that if Mx #s L2(4), then TXT0/T0 is the unique group of

its isomorphism type in T/T0. Applying this to Ts/T§ we have TXT0 =

(TXT0)S < MfMg and the structure of Mf forces P < Mjj. If Mx s L2(4) or

SL(2, 5), this also holds, so in all cases NM¡(P) covers Mf. Setting G0 =

NG(P) it is easily checked that Mx n G0 is *-standard in G0. So it suffices to

prove (i).

We apply induction to G0/O(G0). Since m(T0) > 1, we must be in case (v)

or (vi) of the main theorem. Let T ç S G Syl2(G0), S0 E Syl2(NG(S)). First,

assume S c S0.

If G0/O(G0) s A9 or S9, then r0~ r, in G0 and Z^S) is a klein group

which we may take to be <r> X <**> for / G TQ and i G 5. As tts E Z(S),

S0 = SCS (t), a contradiction.

Suppose that G0/O(G0) f* /2 or AutÇI^. Again we check centralizers to

see that for each ier0*/s°Ç tG°. Using the results in [13] we see that S

contains precisely 8 conjugates of T0 and tG° n S is contained in the union of

those conjugates. As S is transitive on TG° n S, the tight embedding property

gives Sq < SN(T0), and again we have a contradiction.

Next suppose that G0 - G0/O(G0) s Aut(Mx2). Then TQn G¿ = <f> for

some involution / and CGo(t) an S5 X </>, modulo O(G0). We have S > T

and T contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc¿(z), which has the form Tx(d) X

</> for some involution a. Set A = <a> X Z(Tx(a}) X <r>. Then by

Theorem 2 of Harada [15], G is of known type. In particular, G0O(G) = G

and certainly S E Syl2(G). _

Finally we assume that G0 = GQ/O(G0) at Ru. Here we use information

about S available in Dempwolff [6]. In his notation 5 = V and V contains a

normal subgroup W such that F= W = Ax and W/Ax = W/F is

elementary of order 28 on which NG(W/F) s GL(3, 2) acts irreducibly.

Checking centralizers we see that G0 controls the fusion of its involution so

that 50 cannot fuse an involution in T* into another G0-class of involutions.

Using the argument in Lemma 2.2 of [6] we conclude that S0 < NG(W). So

S0 permutes the involutions in W - W = W - F. However, Lemmas 2.7

and 2.8 of [6] show that S is transitive on TG n W. Consequently, S0 =

SNS (T0) = S, a contradiction.

Now that S G Syl2(G) we can obtain a contradiction by quoting an

appropriate characterization theorem giving the structure of G/0(G). For all

cases except G0/O(G0) = Ru we can use the result of Gorenstein and

Harada [12]. In the remaining case we quote the recent result of Assa [4]. At

this point (3.7) is proved.
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(3.8) Af, * ¿2(4) or SL(2, 5).

Proof. If m(T0) = 1 and A?, = L2(4), we can quote Theorem 2 of Harada

[15] to get a contradiction. If m(T0) = 1 and Af, s SL(2, 5) let <r> = QX(T0).

Then it is easily seen that r is a 2-central involution in G. Since C(t) has

Sylow 2-subgroups of sectional rank at most 4 we again have a contradiction.

Suppose m(T0) > 1. By (3.7) O(M) = 1, so 0(MX) = 1. If Af, is a stan-

dard subgroup of G, then we quote Aschbacher [2], while if Af, is not

standard it is because E(M0) is conjugate to A/, and E(M) = A/, X A/f for

some g G G. In particular, T0 is a klein group and we can quote Smith [21].

(3.9) T0 n Tx = 1.

Proof. Suppose false. Then Mx/0(Mx) is a perfect central extension of

Sz(8) by Z2 or Z2 X Z2. First suppose that m(T0) = 1. Here T = T0TX and

ß,(T) = ß,(r,) (as T«, = fí,(r0) < Tx and O^r./r«,) = ÜX(TX)/Tm). Also
[T, 0,(7/)] = T0 n T,. Consequently, A/C(r) < NG(T0 n T,) and it follows

that T E Syl2(G). But then Tx is a strongly closed subgroup of T, contradic-

ting (3.4).

If m(T0) > 1, then T0 is elementary abelian by (3.6)(iv). Here QX(T) =

tix(Tx)T0 and the above argument again gives a contradiction.

(3.10) T G Syl2(G).

Proof. If m(TQ) > 1, then TQ is elementary by (3.6), so in all cases

V = tix(T0Tx) - tix(Z(T0Tx)). Suppose that t ET - T0TX is a conjugate of

an involution in T0. Then Af, = U3(q) or L\(q) and CM (t) = L2(?) or

L^Vq), respectively. Moreover, all involutions in CM(i)t are fused to t.

Clearly, CM¡(t)' < CG(t)' and, by (3.8), CMi(t) is simple so CMi(t)' covers

Cu (t). Now we conclude that some conjugate ts of t induces a nontrivial

inner automorphism of Af,.

Assume that T E Syl2(G). If Af, at L2(q) we use (3.6)(iv) and then (2.6) to

conclude that ÜX(T0TX) = TXQX(T0) is strongly closed in T. This contradicts

(3.4). If Af, s Sz(?), then T= TXXT0 and again fl,(7/) is strongly closed

and abelian.

Suppose that A/, a (73(c) and let rg be as in the first paragraph. The group

Af* contains CM¡(tg) and CW|/0(i/|)(/8) has order (q + \)q3 or \(q + l)q3. A

2-complement in N(TX) n CM¡(tg) acts fixed-point-freely on TX/$(TX), and

from the structure of M8 we conclude QX(TX) < Aff.

In particular, (3.9) implies that tg G Tx. We may assume that tlx(T§) < T

(this is clear if m(T0) = 1, and if m(T0) > 1 we use (3.6)(ii) and (2.1)). Let

A = iïx(T0)G n V. Since NMi(V) contains a cyclic group acting regularly on

£lx(Tx) and since A g {ñ,(r0), ^,(7,)}, we argue as in (2.7) to conclude that
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N(V)* is 2-transitive of degree q. But T0TX < C(V) and \T : T0TX\ < n < q.

This is a contradiction.

(3.11) LetT< S E Syl2(G). Then NS(T) < NG(TXT0).

Proof. Suppose M, & U3(q). Then from (3.6) and (3.8) it is easy to see that

QX(T0TX) is weakly closed in 7/with respect to 7/and TXT0 = CT(QX(T0TX)). If

Mx = U3(q), then we may assume T > TXT0. In this case QX(Z(QX(T)')) = /

> Ax is normalized by NS(T), and since TXT0/J is the unique group of its

isomorphism type in T/J, we have the result.

(3.12) T0 is elementary abelian.

Proof. By (3.6)(iv) we may assume that m(T0) = 1. Choosey E NS(T)—

T. By (3.11) y E N(TXT0). Also Ty n T0 = 1 and T0 & Tx. The Krull-

Schmidt theorem implies that Ty < T0Z(TX), and the result follows from the

fact that Z(TX) is elementary.

(3.13) Let L = NC(A) and A = A§ n A.

(i) A — Ax = U {(A*)*: x E G,Aq < A] is a disjoint union of q conjugates

ofA0.

(ii) A ! z's strongly closed in A with respect to G.

(iii) L induces a 2-transitive group on A.

Proof. This follows exactly as in the proof of (2.7) once we show A ¥=

{A0,AX}. Suppose that, in fact, A = {AQ, Ax) and let y E NS(T) - S for

T < S E Syl2(G) (here we use (3.10)). By (3.11) y G N(TXT0) < N(A). As

y G T we must have A*. = Ax. If Mx s% L2(q), then Ax < (TXT¿)' and A0 <

(Tx T0)', impossible. Therefore Mx ss L2(<7). But now G satisfies the conditions

of Hypothesis (*) of §2 (R = T0, K = M0, X = CM(T0), U = Tx). So (2.7)

implies that A is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, contradicting

(3.4).

(3.14) Let L = NG(A) be as in (3.13).

(i) LA contains 02(LA) as a regular normal subgroup of order q.

(ii) 02(La)Kx <1 LA is a 2-transitive Frobenius group.

Proof. It suffices to show that LA contains a regular normal subgroup.

Here we use the proof of (2.7)(iii). If LA does not contain a regular normal

subgroup then we must have (LA)' s L3(2) and q = 8. So M s L2(8), Sz(8),

or f/3(8). Since L has a 7-element acting non trivially on Ax, L induces L3(2)

onAx.

Let T < Sx G Syl2(NG(A)). Then Sx contains an element x inducing an

automorphism of order 4 on A and satisfying CA(x) < Ax. From the Jordan

form of x acting on A we conclude that |.40| = 2.
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First suppose that A?, = Sz(8). The stabilizer J in L of an element y A G

(T/A)# induces 54 on A,. But also J must stabilize [ T, y], a klein group in A,

and .y2, an involution in Ax. This is impossible.

Next suppose that Af, = i/3(8). We argue as follows, referring the reader to

p. 17 of [9] for the structure of Tx. Let z E CAt(x2)* n [Ax, x2]. The square

roots in T0TX of z form 9 cosets x¡A, i = 1,..., 9, permuted by x. Hence one

coset at least, say xxA, is fixed by x. Then, since A < Z(T0TX), x acts on the

4-element set {[xx, x¡]: i = 2,... ,9), which an easy computation shows is

not the case.

Now assume that Af, = ¿7(8). Here T = T0TX is elementary of order 24.

We claim that Sx G Syl2(G). For suppose g G N(Sx) - S, with g2 G Sx.

Then Ag < Sx, but A =£ A8. As yl* centralizes /I n A8, \A n Ag\ = 4 and

A n Ag < Ax.So there is a conjugate Afi = <ix> ç 5, — T. We may assume

txA < Z(SX/A). Then r* has two nontrivial Jordan blocks on A and, hence,

Cs¡(tx) covers Sx/A. This forces C^r*) to involve Ds, a contradiction. This

proves the claim.

Finally we observe that Sx has sectional 2-rank 4 so that the theorem of

Gorenstein and Harada [12] gives a contradiction.

We remark that the only groups G in the main theorem satisfying (LA)' =

L3(2) are those with G' * G2(3).

Notation (3.15). As in (2.8) we now have the existence of certain subgroups

of L. Let Lq be the subgroup of L stabilizing each element of A. Then either

TXT0 E Syl2(L0) or Af, s U3(q), \T n L0: T0TX\ = 2, and T n L0 G

Syl2(L0). Choose R > T n L0, a 2-subgroup of L so that f\A is the regular

normal subgroup in LA. We may assume that T < N(R). Except in the case

rnL0>r0r1,we may choose a subgroup Dx < N(R) of odd order with

Dx inducing Kx on T0TX and T3 < N(DX). In those cases set Rx = Ä. If

rn L0> T0TX, then K < L0 and Ä" induces a cyclic group of order q + 1 or

5(9 + 1) on T0TX normalized by (R, Kx}. From here it is easy to see that

R/T0TX is elementary and that R contains a subgroup Rx of index 2 such that

Rx > T0TX, Rx covers R/R n Lq, and Kx normalizes Rx module O(L0). So

here we choose ¿>, < N(RX) of odd order with Dx inducing Kx on T0TX and

r3 < N(DX).

Set R0 = [RX,DX].

(3.16) (i) T, ^ Ä and[Tx, Rx] < Ax.

(ii) i?0 n AQ = 1 andRoA0T3 E Syl2(L).

(iii) Ä0 = TXR2 with TXD R2 = Ax, R2 abelian, and R2/Ax and Ax are

isomorphic ¥2(DX)-modules.

Proof. We have A <\ R, [A, R] < Ax and TXT0 < R (as TXT0 = Rx n
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C(A) and R < RXT3). First we show that Tx < R. If Tx = Ax, this follows

from (3.13)(ii). Suppose that A?, s U3(q). As q > 2, K < C(/4) and [#, T,]

= r,. It follows that if g ER, Aß < A, Tx < Jiff. So 7/, = ToF, n A/f and
g G AT(7/,). In particular, R < N(TX). Now suppose that M, a Sz(<7). If R/A

is not elementary abelian, then since Dx is transitive on (R/T)# and on

(7/^)#, we have ÜX(R/A) = T/A But then tix(R) = A, R E Syl2(G), A is

strongly closed in R, and we contradict (3.4). So R/A is elementary abelian.

Let X/A he a /^-invariant complement to T0TX/A in R/A. We use the

action of Dx to see that X/Ax is elementary abelian. Indeed, if X/Ax is not

abelian choose A2/Ax a hyperplane inA/Ax with A" < A2. Then since Dx is

irreducible on A!"//I, X/A2 is extraspecial, contradicting the fact that « is odd.

So X/Ax is abelian, and from the action of Dx we see that X/Ax is

elementary. Let x E X — Ax and r G Tx - Ax. Then x' = xa for some

a G A as i?/^ is abelian. Since t centralizes x2 G Ax, we must have x2 =

(xa)2 = x2a2[x, a] = x2[x, a]. Consequently, [x, a] = 1 and, as x G X - Ax,

this forces a E Ax. We conclude that [Tx, X] < Ax and Tx < R as claimed.

Now we complete the proof of (i); that is, we show [Tx, Rx] < Ax. If

Tx = Ax this is obvious. In the other cases we have the result since Dx acts

irreducibly on Tx/Ax, and Tx/Ax n Z(R/AX) i- 1.

A previous argument shows that Rx/A is elementary if Af, s Sz(q). We

claim that Rx/A is elementary in all cases. If not, then as before ÜX(RX/A) =

TXA/A and ^(Pi) = A. If Mx s L2(q) it is then easy to see that,4 is weakly

closed in RT3, RT3 E Syl2(G), and by (2.6) (using q > 4) A is strongly closed

in RT3. This contradicts (3.4). Now assume that Mx = U3(q) and let D «■

Dxq~\ Then D < L0 and, as ? > 2, [£», TJ = 7",. But also [D, Rx] < TXT0.

Consequently, [Rx, D, Rx] < [TXT0, Rx] < A and [D, Rx, Rx] < A. By the

3-subgroup lemma [Rx, Rx, D] < A and so R'x < A. That is, Rx/A is abelian

and, since Dx acts irreducibly on TXA/A, we conclude that $(RX/A) = 1 and

Rx/A is elementary.

Choose a Dj-invariant complement X/A to TXA/A in ¿\i//l. We next

claim that X/A, is elementary abelian. If not then there is an element x G X

with x2 G A - Ax. Then x2 is i?,-conjugate to an involution in A0. Therefore,

x is /?,-conjugate to a member of T, a contradiction.

We now set R2 = [Dx, X]. Then Ax < R2 and R2 n A0 = I. As Rx/Ax is

the direct sum of Tx/A, R2/Ax, andA/Ax, we have i?0 = TXR2. This proves

(ii) and the first two parts of (iii). If / G A * then the map r2Ax -» [r2, t] is a

Z?,-isomorphism from R2/Ax to Ax. Apply (2.2) to complete the proof of

(3.16).
At this stage we have begun the process of building a Sylow 2-subgroup of

G. We will complete the proof of the main theorem by taking the cases

A?, s L2(q), Sz(q), U3(q) separately.
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4. Af, at L2(q). In this section we assume that Af, at L2(q). Recall that we

are after a contradiction and that, by (3.8), q > 4.

For this case the group G satisfies the conditions of (*) in §2 (setting

R = A0, K = M0, U = Ax). We could immediately apply (2.9) provided we

knew that at each stage of the process described in §2 the 2-transitive group

did not involve L3(2). So we first prove this.

Suppose that at some stage L3(2) does occur. Then Af, at L2(8) and

T = T0X Tx. By (3.14) LA does contain a regular normal subgroup, so that

the difficulty occurs at stage m + 1 of the inductive process, where m > 1.

Consequently, there is a subgroup Um> Ax and a subgroup of odd order Dm,

such that DmA0 < N(Um), Dm acts on A,A0 as does Z)„ each re-

composition factor of Um is isomorphic to Ax, and if Um_x = [Um,AQ], then

N = NG(Um_x) n NG(UmA0) induces L3(2) on UmA0/Um_x, 2-transitive on

ß = (A0Um_x/Um_x)N. Also Um is normal in N (see (2.7)).

We claim that Um is homocyclic of rank n, \A0\ = 2, and A0 inverts Um. To

see this, note that for t E Aq, tN contains elements in Umt. So t inverts

elements of Um, and, using the action of Dm, t inverts an element of each

coset of Um_x in Um. But now (2.4) implies that Um is abelian, so t inverts Um

and Um is homocyclic of rank n. As t E A* was arbitrary, A0 = </> and we

have the claim.

Next note that tUm = tN and the Thompson transfer lemma implies that

t G 02(N). In particular, 02(N) has index 2 in N, is complemented by </>,

and a Sylow 2-subgroup of N has the form S = 50<r>, where S0 n <r> = 1

and Um < S0E Syl2(02(N)). Then S0/Um s D%. As Um > Ax has exponent

at least 4, Um is weakly closed in S, and since UmA0 = Cs(ß,(£/m)), S E

Syl2(G). In addition it is clear that t does not fuse into S0, so by transfer G

contains a normal subgroup G0 of index 2. Clearly, S0 E Syl2(G0). At this

point we have the structure of G0 by appealing to [15] or to [19]. In either case

we have a contradiction.

We may now apply (2.9) to get the subgroup Um> Ax. Here S = AXAQT3

E Syl2(Af ). By (3.13), (2.9)(3) does not hold.

(4.1) Um is not isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of U3(q) or L3(q).

Proof. Deny. Then Um_x is homocyclic of exponent 4 and, since for each

t E A*, tUm = Um_xt, we have / inverting £/m_,. In particular, A0 = <r>. By

(2.9) UmS = UmA0T3 E Syl2(G). Now A0T3 is abelian, and if A0T3 is cyclic,

then we transfer out A0T3 and contradict (3.3). So we may assume that

T3A0 = T3 X A0 and T3 ¥= 1. Each involution in T3Um — Um centralizes a

homocyclic subgroup of order q = 4n/2 and rank n/2 in Um_x. Each

involution in Um has centralizer of order at least q2. So tG n UmT3 — 0 and

G contains a normal subgroup G0 of index 2.
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By (3.3) and transfer we may assume that xG° n Um ¥= 0, where <x> =

ß,(r3). Say y = x* G Um. Then either y G Ax and Um < C(y) or y EUm-

Ax, Umis isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L3(q), and CUm(y) contains an

elementary abelian subgroup of order q2. However, t^tx (for the same

reason that t ?¿ x), and it follows that B = CA/i(x)/<x> is a *-standard

subgroup in Cc(x)/<x> with C(B/0(B)) n CG(x) having <r,x>/<x> as

Sylow 2-subgroup. From the minimality of G we have a contradiction.

(4.2) Um is not homocyclic.

Proof. Suppose Um is homocyclic. Then (2.9)(2) implies that Ax < Um and

S = UmA0T3 E Syl2(G). So q > 8 by (3.8). It is now easy to show that Um is
weakly closed in S.

We apply (2.6) to the weakly closed subgroup Um of S and its subgroup A,

(so T = S, W = Um, A = Ax). Let r he the integer given in (2.6). '

As UmA0 < C(AX), r < 1. But from (2.6)(ii) and the fact that q > 4 we see

that, in fact, r = 0. By (3.4) A, is not strongly closed in S, so there is a

conjugate x G Um(A*) of an involution of Ax. Say r G ,4* and x G t/m/.

Then x G t/m_ií = tu- and so / must invert Um. As CAo(Um) = 1, l/mz is the

unique coset of Um in t/m/l * that contains involutions not in A. Also we note

that each element of Umt — Um_xt is conjugate to x.

Suppose UmA0 G Syl2(G). If Um has exponent 4, then UmA0 has class 2,

against (3.3). If Um has exponent greater than 4, then U„,_xAq consists of

involutions so each element of A * inverts Um_x, forcing \AQ\ = 2. But now

we transfer out A0 from G0 and again contradict (3.3).

Thus we may choose x E T3— UmA0 with x2 G A0. x clearly has no

conjugates in UmA0, and if x2 i= 1 then x2 is an involution in A0 and so has

no conjugate in 5 — UmA0 (check centralizers). Hence x G 02(G) by trans-

fer. By (3.5)(b), \A0\ = 2, x is an involution, and xt E 02(G), where AQ =

<z>. But we can transfer out xt also, a contradiction.

(4.3) Um is not elementary abelian of order q2.

Proof. Suppose that Um is elementary abelian of order q2. Then Um = R2

and, for a G A*, aR2 - aAx contains no involutions. So A = (AG n R) and

NG(R) < NG(A). Let S G Syl2(G) with RT3 < S. Then NS(R) = RT3.

Suppose that there are no involutions in RT3 - R. Then NS(RT3) < NS(A)

= RT3 so RT3 E Syl2(G). Also R2 < RT3 must be strongly closed in S,

contradicting (3.4). So we may assume that there is an involution x G T3R —

R, and since R/A is a free F2«x»-module, we may take x E N(A0). Let

t EAg n C(x).

As q > 4, R2 is weakly closed in RT3 = R2A0T3 = S0. Let Sx = NS(R2). If

Sx = S0, then using (2.6) and (3.4) we obtain a contradiction. So assume

Sx > S0. If a G NSi(S0) - S0 then Ag n Ä^o = 1. As T3R/R is cyclic this
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forces \A0\ = 2 and we may assume that T3A0 = T3 x A0 with T3 cyclic.

Now, let bars denote images modulo R2. Since Cj(/) = </> X T3, we may

apply Lemma 2.20 in [18] to conclude that either (i) t G Z(SX), or (ii) Sx has a

subgroup S2 of index 2 with S2 =~DT3, D = <iv, r> dihedral (with (wi)^ = 1)

and T3 acting on D centralizing t and normalizing <w>; also |r3 n D\ = 2

and the involutions w't are fused in 52. Set <s> = fi,(r3). Then (s) = Z(D).

Let z G Sx — R2 be an involution, and suppose m([R2, z]) < 2. Then 2 G

C(í), so we are in case (ii) above. If z E DT3, then z = zxz2 with z, G D,

z2 G 7"3, and \z2\ = 4. But z ~zj,j>o m([R2, s]) < 4. Hence^ = 16, m([R2, z])

= 2. If z 0 DT3, then <J, r> > ¿) is dihedral of order 2|Z)| and, hence, we

can write 5 as a ||Z?|th power of a product of z and a conjugate. In

particular, m([R2, s]) < 4, so q = 16 and m([Jl?2, z]) = 2. Also, |D| = 4 and so

in this case DT3 = Cj^í) and no involution of ¿>r3 satisfies m([R2, z]) < 2.

At this point one can argue that R2 is weakly closed in Sx. So Sx E Syl2(G)

and using (2.6) we have R2 strongly closed in Sx. This is a contradiction.

At this stage we have considered all cases of (2.4) and we conclude that

there are no counterexamples to the main theorem with M, at L^q), q = 2"

>4.

5. Af, s Sz(q). Recall the notation of §3 and assume Af, s Sz(q). R E

Syl2(N(A)), R = TXR2A0, R2 is abelian, and [Dx, R] = TXR2. Let Y = NG(R)

< NG(AX) (as Ax = Z(R)) and consider the induced group  Y* on A =

{04M)y}-
We will obtain a contradiction to the standing assumption that G is a

counterexample to the main theorem.

(5.1) Suppose Tx is isomorphic to the Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz(8). Then

Aut(7",) does not involve L3(2).

Proof. Suppose X = Aut(T,) does induce L3(2). Then Aut(r,) induces

L3(2) on Tx/Ax and on Ax, and looking at the action of an element of order 7

in A' we see that the representations of X on Tx/Ax and on Ax are

contragredient. Choose a basis xxAx, x2Ax, x3Ax of Tx/Ax and a klein group

XQ < X centralizing (xxAx, x2Ax). Then X0 centralizes <x2, x2/, whereas X0

centralizes no klein group in Ax. This is a contradiction.

(5.2) If q = 8 and T0 = Z2X Z2, then G = Ru, the Rudvalis group.

Proof. Dempwolff [6] (see the appendix).

(5.3) |A| < 5q.

Proof. By Lemma 1.8 of [6], R - Ax contains at most q(2q\A0\ - \A0\ + q

- 2) involutions. Each conjugate of A contains q\A0\ — q involutions outside
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Ax, and by the tight embedding property, A g ¥= A for g E Y implies A g n A

= Ax. The result follows.

(5.4) |A| = q and Y* is 2-transitive on A. Either Y* s L3(2) or Y* contains a

regular normal subgroup.

Proof. Let N* he a minimal normal subgroup of Y*. We note that

|A| = 1 + k(q - 1) where k > 1 is an integer. This follows since D\* is

semiregular on A - {A/Ax). Also | Y*\ = \A\v where q — l\v and v is odd.

We claim that N* s L3(2) or N* is ap-group for some prime p. First note

that by (3.3) R G Syl2(y). So \Y*\ is even. By (5.3) k < 5. Consequently,

k = 1, 3, or 5. Suppose that k = 3 or 5. Then 8^1 Y*\. By Feit and Thompson

[7] and Gorenstein and Walter [14], if the claim is false then N* s PSL(2, qx)

for some prime power qx. Suppose this occurs. Let P* he a Sylowp-subgroup

of Y* for a primitive divisor p of q - 1. If P* n N* ^ 1, then NN.(P* n N*)

has order twice an odd number. This implies that some involution in Y*

normalizes a conjugate of P*. But P* fixes just one point of A, and the

stabilizer of this point in Y* has odd order. So P* n N* = 1 and by the

Frattini argument P* normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of N*. But then P*

centralizes this subgroup (asp *£ 3) and we again have a contradiction.

Finally consider the case k = 1. Here Y* is 2-transitive. By Hering, Kantor

and Seitz [16] either TV* is ap-group or N* = PSL(2, qx) for some qx. As in

(2.7) we must have qx = 7 and q = 8 in the latter case.

(5.5) Y does not induce L3(2) on R/Ax.

Proof. Suppose Y induces L3(2) on R/Ax. Then 9 = 8 and, by (5.2),

\T0\ = 2 or 8. The nontrivial irreducible constituents of £>, on R/Ax are

Tx/Ax and R2/Ax. These are inequivalent. Also the irreducible F2-modules of

L3(2) have degrees 1, 3, 3, 8. Suppose that the representation of degree 8 is a

y-composition factor on R/Ax. Since any F2-module affording this represen-

tation is injective and projective, R/Ax is completely reducible as an F2(y)-

module. But then there is an involution r G A0 such that Ax(t} <1 Y. As

tG n Ax(t) = tR> n Ax(t), Y < R2C(t), a contradiction.

Let VIAx he a minimal normal subgroup of Y/Ax contained in R/Ax.

Then \V/Ax\ = 2 or 8 and, as above, the case \V/Ax\ = 2 gives a contra-

diction. So IVIAx\ = 8 and from the action of Dx on R/Ax we have V = Tx

or R2. By (5.1) V * Tx, so R2 < Y.

As yA s L3(2) and | T0\ - 2 or 8, Dx must contain an element g with g

inducing an element of order 3 on R and CAo(g) ¥= 1. Say 1 ̂  t G CA (g).

Then / normalizes CTtRfig). Now CT¡Ri(g) has order 8 as g induces the

regular module for Z3 on each of Ax, Tx/Ax, and R2/Ax. So CTR(g) =

<r„ r2> for some r, G Tx - Ax,r2E R2- Ax. Therefore [r2, t] = t\.
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First suppose that R2 is elementary abelian. Let x E Y be such that xA

inverts gA and x G A«g». Then x G N(CR(g)) = <i„ r2}CAo(g). As neither

Txt, nor R2t contain involutions not in A, we have tx E txr2tAx. In particular,

txr2t must be an involution. This forces 1 = t\t\[tx, r2]. So [/,, r2] =■ 1 and, by

(2.3), [Tx, R2] = 1. At this point Y normalizes CR(R2) = TXR2 and, arguing as

in (5.1) (choosing bases in TXR2/R2 rather than in Tx/Ax), we obtain a

contradiction.

Thus R2 is homocyclic and with tx, r2, and / as before, <r2> = CR «g» and

/ inverts r2. As t commutes with the action of ¿>, on R2, t inverts R2. If

T, < C(R2), then TxR2(t) is the extended centralizer in R of R2 and TXR2,

TxR2(t) ^ Y. For y E Y, ty E TxR2t. Also [Tx, i?2<r>] = 1 and t inverts /?2,

so r' G R2t. Thus R2t = tY and T, = Cri„2(<ri'» < y. This contradicts

(5.1). Therefore Tx < C(R2) and by (2.3) no element in Tx - Ax commutes

with an element in R2 — Ax. The extended centralizer of R2 in R is R2(t), so

R2(,t} <1 Y. Let J/R2(t} < R/R^t) be a minimal normal subgroup of

Y/R2(t}. If J < *2^0' tnen ^o would contain a klein group with each

involution inverting R2. This is ridiculous. So Y induces L3(2) on J/R2(t}

and J = R2(t/Tx. As ¿>, has inequivalent representations on Tx/Ax and on

R2/Ax, the representation of Y on J/R2(t} is the contragredient of the

representation of Y on iî2/vi,.

We now complete the proof of (5.5) using an argument in Dempwolff [6]

(see the end of the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [6]). Let r2 E R2 — Ax with a = r\

and let K = CY(a). As the representation of Y on J/R2(t) is contragredient

to the representation of Y on Ax, K fixes no involution in J/R2(t} =

TxR2(t}/R2(t). Choose r, G Tx with [/„ r2] = a and x E K with (/,i?2<r»x

¥= txR2(t). Say t* = t2tar, with r2 G T, - yi„ a = 0 or 1, and r G R2. Then

we have a = ax = [tx, r2]. But r2 G r2^4, as R2 is homocyclic and the

squaring map is a y-isomorphism from R2/Ax to .4,. So

a - [r2r«r, r2*] = [r2, r2*][ia, r2x] - [r2, r2][ta, r2].

We know [r, r2] = a and, since [t2, r2] j= 1, this forces a = 0 and [r2, r2] = û.

But then ^rf1 G CT¡(r2) < Ax, whereas txR2(t} ¥* t2R2(t}. This is the final

contradiction.

At this stage we know that yA contains a regular normal subgroup.

(5.6) TXR2< YandR2<\ Y.

Proof. Let V/Ax be minimal normal in Y/Ax with V < R. If Dx <

C(F/yl,), then V < A, which is impossible. Also Dx must act irreducibly on

V/Ax, so V = Tx or R2. Suppose that V = Tx. If [R2, Tx] = 1, then R2A0 =

CR(TX) < y. In this case R2 = R2A0 - (DgeiyAjf)# < Y. Suppose that

[R2, Tx] i- 1. Then by (2.3) x E Tx - Ax,y E R2 - Ax implies that [x,y] ¥=

1. Consequently neither xy nor xyt centralizes x, where t E A0. So A =
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CR(TX) < y, which is false. So in all cases R2 < Y.

Let V/R2 he normal in Y/R2, with V < R2A0. Choose V maximal such

that TXV < Y. Say V > R2. Then V = R2(A0 n V) and A0 n V is tightly

embedded in Y. So K contains q2 conjugates of A0 n K and each element of

V - R2 is an involution. It follows that \A0 n K| = 2 and ^0nC= <f>

inverts i\2. Let U < y be a Zzj-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, containing

R. Then Ax = Z(U) and we may assume Tx < C(R2), for otherwise TXR2 =

CR(R2) < Y. Say u E U, x E Tx - Ax, and x" = xyt withy G R2. For any

r E R2 we have

[x, /•] = [x, r]"= [xyt, r]=[x,r][t, r],

whence [/,/"]= 1. This is certainly false, so V = R2 as required.

We conclude that TXR2 < Y, proving the result.

Let U > R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, invariant under Dx. Setting

Ux = [U, Dx] we have U = UXA0 and Uxn A0= 1.

(5.7)P2=Z(r1/v2).

Proof. Suppose [Tx, R2] =£ 1. Consider the map zz, -> [t, ux], where zz, G Ux

and / G y4* is fixed. Then considering this map from UX/TXR2 to TXR2/AX

and noting the map commutes with the action of Dx, we see that [t, UX]AX =

Tx or R2 (use the fact that Tx/Ax and R2/Ax are inequivalent irreducible

F2(Z),)-modules). If [t, UX]AX = Tx, then Ux normalizes Tx. As in (5.6) this

forces CR(TX) = A to be normal in U, which is a contradiction.

Consequently, [Ux, A0] = R2 and i?2^40 - R2 = UgeyAß. Then A0 = (i>

inverts i?2. We note UX/TXR2 = ^2/^! = Ax as F2(D,)-modules. Also £/,//v2

is elementary abelian, as otherwise TXR2/R2 = Slx(Ux/R2) and, for x G T, -

R2, xR2 = u2R2 for some u E Ux. But then [x, R2] = [u2, R2] = 1, contradic-

ting (2.3). As Tx $. Ux, (2.3) implies that Ux/Ax has derived group R2/Ax and

for each tx E Tx — Ax and r2E R2 — Ax, there is some element zz G {/, with

f" = ij^a with a E Ax. But zz centralizes tj, so z2 = /2r2[/,, r2] and r| =

[/,, r2]. So /j inverts r2. But ii was arbitrary and, by (2.3), CT(r2) = Ax. This is

a contradiction.

(5.8) There are members of A not in R2A0/AX. Consequently, <x G A> =

R/Ax.

Proof. Suppose that A C R2A0/AX. If R2 is elementary, then there are no

involutions in R2A0- AXA0- R2, a contradiction. Consequently, R2 has

exponent 4 and A0 = <r> inverts 7\2.

Also y normalizes CÄ«A» = Tx. Consider N = NG(TX) and apply (2.9) to

obtain the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup U2(t} of N. By (5.1) N n N(R)

does not involve L3(2), so U2/ Tx is homocyclic of rank n, elementary of order

q2, the Sylow 2-subgroup of L3(q), or the Sylow 2-subgroup of U3(q).
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We may assume that ¿>, normalizes U2. First we note that U2 centralizes

Tx/Ax and Ax. Consequently, $(í/2) < CVi(Tx) = U3. So U2/U3 is

elementary abelian. Also Tx < U3, so we may write U2/U3 = TXU3/U3 X

U4/U3, with U4 Dx-invariant. Each nontrivial ¿),-composition factor of í/4 is

equivalent to Ax, whereas TXU3/U3 is Dx-equivalent to Tx/Ax, which is not

equivalent to Ax. Consequently, / normalizes U4.

By (2.9) t/4 is elementary of order q2, homocyclic of rank n, The Sylow

2-subgroup of U3(q), or the Sylow 2-subgroup of L3(q). We conclude that

U2/ Tx is elementary or homocyclic of rank n. Also U3 > R2. We must have

UJ R3 of order 1 or q.

If U2(t) E Syl2(G), then we get a contradiction as follows. First we claim

that tG n U2 — <Z>. For suppose tg E U2. As each of U2/Tx and U2/U3 are

abelian we have U2 < T, n U3 = Ax. Consequently, \CU2(t8)\ > \U2\/q and

it follows that |U2\ = q3. Therefore U2 = TXU3= TXR2. But then R2 <

C(tg), which is impossible. This proves the claim.

Now apply the Thompson transfer lemma to conclude t G G'. Clearly

U2 < G' by the action of Dx. Notice that U2/Ax is abelian, so that U2 has

class 2. This is against (3.3).

We now have that U2(t} G Syl2(G). Assume also that U4 is not abelian.

Then for x E U4 - R2 and /, G Tx,

(txxt)2= tx(xt)tx(xt) = t\(xt)[xt, tx](xt)

= t2x(xt)2[xt,tx[tx,xt]] E(xt)2Ax

because tj E Ax and [Tx, t/2</>] < Ax. As (xt)2 E R2 - Ax, so such element

is an involution. In particular,

tG n U2(t) C TxU3(t) - TxR2(t) - R.

It is easy to see that there are no involutions in T*R2t, and the claim above

shows that tG n U2 = 0. Consequently, rG n U2(t) = R2t = tUl0>, and it

follows that £/2<r> G Syl2(G), a contradiction. Therefore U4 is a homocyclic

of rank n.

Suppose U4 = U3 < C(7,). Let g G N(U2(t)) = P with rg = r,t/4/, r, G

Tx - Ax, and t/4 G U4. One checks directly that it is not possible for C(tg) n

Tx U4 to cover Tx Uj U4 and so this is impossible. Therefore for g G P,

r* G í/4<r> and, hence,

C«/*»n TxU4(t) = Tx « B,

a contradiction. Therefore U4> U3> R2.

Now Z2([/2<r» = r,/\2 so P normalizes each of TXR2, R2 = Z^RJ,

T\U4 = t/2</> n C(/?2), and TXU3 = (TXR¿Z(TXU4). Consider P =

N(U2(t/). We want to apply (2.9) to P/TXU3. First we must show that P

does not involve L3(2).
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Suppose that P involves L3(2). The representations of P on TXR2/R2 and

on U2/Tx U3 are contragredient. Say P < N(U4). Then we argue as in (5.5) to

get a contradiction. Namely, choose u G U4 — U3 and set K = CP(uU3).

Choose tx E Tx — Ax with [/„ zz] = a, where <a> = fi,«zz». As K fixes no

involution in TXR2/R2, we choose k E K with txR2 =£ txR2. Say tx = t2r,

r E R2, and uk = uu3, with u3 E U3. Then

a = ak -[/,*, «*] = [?2r, zzw3] =[z2, u].

But then ryf1 G C(tz), contradicting (2.3).

Therefore P < N(U4) and we note that this implies i/4 n i/f = l/3 for

gE P- N(U4). Otherwise C(U4 n i/f) > <£/4, C/{> > i/4, against (2.3).

Choose a Sylow 3-subgroup J of P normalized by t. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup

of NP(J) has the form ß = </,, zz4><x, Z>, where tx E Tx - Ax, u4 E U4 -

U3, and Q/(ftx, zz4> is a klein group. Modulo U3 we must have u4 = z,tz4 and

tx = ttxu4 or tu4. Say r* = «,zz4 modulo U3. As i* G tU3 and f* G í,í/3, we

have

t = t*1 s (if,zz4)*= z,/i«4r1u4z'1 = «,   (mod U3),

impossible. Therefore tx E tU4, so t inverts U4. Also [/,, tz4] G Ax n <¿i, z/4>

= </2>, so, by (2.3), i"4 = if1. Now /x = tu4u3, u4 = i,zz4zz3, for zz3, u'3 in I73.

As tx must invert w4, we compute and get a contradiction. Therefore P does

not involve L3(2) and (2.9) applies.

By (2.9) and a previous argument we obtain a Dpinvariant subgroup

Us > U4 such that Dx is transitive on (U5/U4)# and TxU5(t} E Syl2(P). We

have TXR2 = QX(TXU4), so [Tx, U5] < R2. If u E U5 and /, G Tx - Ax, then

/" = txr2 for r2 G R2. But zz fixes t\, so that r2 = 1 and r2 E Ax.

Consequently, u E N(TX), contradicting U2(t) E Syl2(N(Tx)). This com-

pletes the proof of (5.8).

(5.9) R2 is elementary abelian.

Proof. By (5.8) there are elements txE T.x- Ax,r2E R2, t E A* with

txr2t conjugate to an involution in A0. Say t" = txr2t for u G Ux. Then

^nr.-Q.íOnc^í/").

As T, centralizes r2t, we conclude from the structure of Tx that Tx n T" <

^i<ii>.

Choose t2E Tx- Ax. Then i2" = t2d for some z/ G R2. If /2 G ^,</,>, then,

by the above, d G Ax. On the other hand d2 = 1. So R2 - Ax contains

involutions and, consequently, R2 is elementary.

(5.10) Ux/R2 is elementary abelian.

Proof. Ux/Ax is of class at most 2 and Ux/R2 is abelian by (2.2). For x,y
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in Ux, [x,y2] = [x,y]2 modulo ,4,, so that [x,y2] E Ax. Therefore

[x2,y2]=[x,y2]X[x,y2]=[x,y2]2=l.

If Ux/R2 were homocyclic of exponent 4, then ÜX(UX/R2) = TXR2/R2 and,

by the above, T, is abelian. This is absurd. Ux/R2 must be elementary.

(5.11) R2=Z(UX).

Proof. It suffices to prove that R2 < Z(UX). Suppose otherwise. Consider

the semidirect product R2(UX/TXR2)DX, of order q3\Dx\. By (5.10) and (2.2),

we may apply (2.3). As we are assuming that R2 is not central in Ux, we

conclude that if r2 G R2 - Ax and u E Ux - TXR2, then [u, r2] ¥= 1.

Recall the proof of (5.9) and the notation. For t2 E Tx - Ax(tx), t2 = t2d

for d E R2 - Ax. But u2 E R2, so t2 = tf = t2dd" and d = d". This contra-

dicts the above paragraph.

We can now obtain a contradiction in the case Af, at Sz(q). For each

involution t E A *, both R2 and Ux/R2 are free F2(/>-modules.

Suppose A0 = </>. Then the above implies tG n U = Uxt = tu, and so

U = i/,<r> G Syl2(G). By the Thompson transfer lemma t &.G', although'

Ux < G' (use the action of Dx). As Ux has class 2 we have a contradiction to

(3.3).
Now assume that \A0\ > 2. Fix u E Ux — TXR2 and consider the

involutions t" for t E A*. We have t" = ttxr2 for r, G Tx - Ax, r2 E R2. As

u2 G R2, t"2 E tAx. But t"2 = ttxr2tx"r^ and r2 = r2u. So txtxu E Ax and Tx n

7," > ^,<r,>. On the other hand, Tx n 7," < C(^0) n CW). Choosing

r' ¥= t in ^4* we have (t'f = t't'xr2. We claim that t\Ax =t txAx. Otherwise

tt' E A0 and (tt')u E tt'R2. But as R2 is a free F2<rr'>-module, this implies

that u E R2C(tt'), which is false. Therefore t\Ax j= txAx. Consequently, f,

does not centralize (/')". This is a contradiction, as r, G T".

6. Af, s U3(q). In this section we assume Af, s U3(q), q = 2" > 4, and

obtain a contradiction. Let ¿>, be as in §3 and D = Dxq~x. Also R0 = TXR2.

(6.1) Mo| = 2.

Proof. Assume |¿0| > 2. By (3.7) O(Af) - 1. Let Kx and K = Kxq~x be as

in §3. Then TXK < C(A) and for each Aß < A, (CM*(K))' at L2(q). Set

G0 = NG(K).

By induction E(G0/O(GQ)) at A9, J2, or Af,2. The first case is out by

(3.13)(ii). Suppose E(G0/O(G0)) s J2. Then \A0\ = q = 4,R2is elementary

abelian, and [A0R2, Tx] = 1 (for this use the 3-subgroups lemma together with

[R2, K] = 1, [Tx, K] = J,, and [R2, Tx] < Ax). Also G0 contains an

involution g interchanging A and R2. (Sylow 2-subgroups of G0 are of type
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L3(4)<a> where a is a graph-field automorphism. See [13].) Hence g normali-

zes 02(CG((A, R2))) = Tx. Since [g, K] = 1 and K is irreducible on Tx/Ax, g

centralizes Tx/Ax and, hence, also Ax which is not the case.

Finally we suppose E(G0/O(G0)) s Af12. Then G0/O(G0) u Aut(Af,2)

and TQ < G0. It follows that there is an involution in N(T0) n C(K) not

centralizing T0 (e.g. see the table in [3], which gives centralizers of involutions

for Aut(A/12)). This is impossible.

(6.2)[7\,/y-l.

Proof. We have [D, R2] = 1 and [D, Tx] = Tx. So [D, R2, Tx] - 1 and

[R2, Tx, D] < [/!„ D] = 1. The 3-subgroups lemma implies the result.

(6.3) (i) TXR2 is characteristic in TXR2A0.

(ii) R2 is characteristic in TXR2 and in TXR2AQT3.

Proof. The abelian subgroups of maximal order in RqA0 = TXR2A0 are the

groups BR2 where B < Tx and B s= Z4. For if Bx < TXR2A0 is abelian and

Bx < R0, then [Bx, x] =£ 1 for any x G R2 - Ax, \BX n R0\ < 22n and \BX\ <

\A0\22n < 23n = \BR2\. So /?0 = J(RoA0) and /?„ is characteristic in RqAq.

Also /?2 = Z(R0). Similarly, R0 = J(TXR2A0T3) and we get the result.

Notation. Let A0 = <r> and Y = N(TXR2A0). So Y < /V(/?2) by (6.3). Set

fl = {04i?2/i?2)1'} and let Y* he the induced group of Y on fi. Set Sx =

TXR2A0T3 and S,<Se Syl2(G) with S n Y E Syl2(Y).

(6.4) fi ^ {^/v2/^2).

Proof. Suppose that fi = {/Ü?2/.R2} so that/40.R2 < Y. Then

y < n(txr2a0 n c(^2)) = AT(r,).

If R2 is elementary, then Ax(f) = tG D R2(.t} an^ so ^i = S. We can

obtain the structure of S n y in case R2 is homocyclic of rank n as follows.

First note that Y cannot involve L3(2) in its action on R2TX/TX, since using

the squaring map Y would then involve L3(2) in its action onAx. But then Y

involves L3(2) in its action on Tx and the argument in (3.14) give a contra-

diction. Now apply (2.9) to the group Y/Tx (setting U = R2TX/TX and

R = A0TX/TX). We may assume S n Y = UXT3A0 where TXR2 < Ux and Ux

is invariant under T3A0 and there is a subgroup Ex < N(UX) such that Ex

acts as Dx on TXR2. So E = Exq~x centralizes Ux/Tx. Also Ex is irreducible on

Tx/Ax and £ does not centralize Tx/Ax. It follows that Ux/Ax = Tx/Ax X

U2/Ax for U2/Ax = C^,(£). Also U2 = CUt(E) and C/2/^i, s [yr,. By

(2.4) and the fact that R2 is homocyclic of rank n, U2 is homocyclic of rank n,

or U2 is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of t/3(z/) or L3(q). As in (6.2)

[U2,Tx]=l.

If Z?2 is elementary, set U2 = R2, so that we have the group U2 in all cases.
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We next determine S. If U2 = R2 is elementary then we have already noticed

that S = Sx = TXR2T3A0. Suppose U2 is nonabelian. Then

NS(S n Y) < Ns(Z(tix(S n Y))) = N(AX)

and TXU2/AX is unique of its isomorphic type in (S n Y)/Ax. Consequently,

TXU2 £ NS(S n Y). Fix s E NS(S n Y) - S n Y. Then CTlUjt*) at 7,. If

r* G TxU2t, then, as t/2<r> < C(TX), ts G í/2f. But

tG n i/2/ = *2r = tUl,

so s E U2C(t) < S < y, a contradiction. So /' G TXU2(T3A0 - A0). ts

normalizes 7, and U2, and CTiU2/A¡(t) at CT¡U /A¡(ts) has order ?3. It follows

that ts centralizes U2/Ax and, hence, U2(t)/Ax. Then for * G £/2^)>

[x2,/']=[*,/*]*[*,/*] = 1

so íJ centralizes R2.

Therefore R2~l < 7, and is inverted by an element of TXU2T3A0. Hence,

A0T3 is noncyclic and

Rf'/Ax = CT¡/At(Qx(T3)).

Thus \NS(S n y) : 5 n y I = 2. We easily see that Ax is characteristic in

As(5 n Y), and so 7,i/2 is characteristic in NS(S n Y). From the action of

NS(S n y) on TXU2/AX we now see that As(5 n Y) = S. Let Q,(73) =

<t>>. Without loss ts G tvTxU2. Since 7,/^i, is a free F2<7ü>-module we may

assume that t' E tvU2. Also ts centralizes U2(fy/Ax, so tv centralizes U2/Ax

and, hence, U2(f)/Ax. Arguing as in the previous paragraph we obtain

tv E C(R2). Write ts = tvu2 with u2 E U2. Then u2 E C^R^ = R2. We are

assuming that R2 is not elementary abelian, so for ts to be an involution we

must have u2E Ax. Conjugating ts by an element of 7, we may assume that

ts = tv.

Now by (2.6), 7, U2/A, is strongly closed in S/A,, whence by Góldschmidt

[11], the action of EXl_and the knowledge of the appropriate Schur multipliers,

we conclude that TXU2 <$N(AX) (where bars refer to images in N(AX)

/0(N(Ax))). Let x G 5 - Y and suppose x ~ r. TXU2/AX is an F2<x>-

module, so if C/Ax = C(x) n TXU2/AX, then |C| > q3. As x centralizes

C/Ax, |Cc(x)| > q2. Any subgroup A" of 7, of order <72 contains Ax. For

otherwise, with H a subgroup ofj4, of index 2 containing X n Ax, and bars

indicating images modulo H, 7, is_ extraspecial of order 2<?2 and A" is a

subgroup of order > q meeting Z(TX) trivially. This is impossible. Choose g

with xg = t and Cs(x)g < S. By the above we have tx G 7, satisfying

r'""'*'1 = r*'1 G rtvl„

so we may assume that [t, tx]= I. Considering the action of x on CG(t) n

CG(fx) we bave \CA (x)\ = q or V^. Since |C| > ç3 and all involutions in
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Axx are in CAy(x)x, we conclude that |Cc(a;)| > q2 or q2Vq , respectively,

and in either case <I>(Cc(x)) < CA (x).

Set / = <x> X (ttx}Cc(x). Then J* < Cs(t) = TXT3A0. As <x> X Cc(x)

has class at most 2, «x> X Cc(x))g < Tx(t, t>>. Suppose CA (x) = Ax. Then

for r2 E R2 — Ax, x centralizes the involution r2r2, and so Cc(x) contains an

elementary abelian group of order q2. This implies that ((x> X Cc(x))g <

Tx(t, ü> contains an elementary subgroup of order 2q2, a contradiction.

Therefore |C¿ (x)| = Vq . Then y G Cc(x) implies that

\[Cc(x),y]\<Vq~    and    \Cc((x,y))\ > q2.

Therefore

yg< Tx(t)   and   (Cc(x)<x»*< r,<i>.

As Cc(x)<x> has order at least 2q2Vq , we must have Ax < $(Cc(x)),

whereas 0(Cc(x)) < CA(x) has order at most Vq . This is a contradiction.

We have now shown that tG n S Ç S n Y.

Now / ?¿ v as « centralizes an elementary abelian subgroup of Tx U2 of

order ¿¡r2. Hence tG n <u>rji/2 = 0. Next suppose that u ~ x with x extre-

mal and x E TXU2 or x E S - Y. Choose g G G with vg = x, Cs(v)g <

Cs(x). Then tg ~s /, because we have shown that tG n S < Tx U2(v}t and 5

controls fusion in tG n TxU2(v}t. So /g = /, without loss. Therefore g G

/V(Af,) and vg E C(t). Then vg E S n Y, and, x G r,í/2. This is a contra-

diction. Therefore v is extremal.

We have Cs(v) = Fr3<i><5,>, where F = Cr ^(t;) is elementary of order

q2, and ^ = 1 or sx G S — Y. By the above v is extremal in S so that

Cs(u) G Syl2(CG(u)). Set S0 = C5(u) and / = CG(v). We study the strong

closure, /, of F(v) in S0 (with respect to /). We have already seen that

tG n F(v) = 0. Since tG n Ft = /!,/ = zF, and since no element of F/ -

^!</> is an involution, we conclude that no element of Ft is conjugate to an

element of F*. Similarly, t ~ tv and tG n F/ü = Axtv = (íü)f imply that no

element of Ftv is conjugate to an element of F. Let a G (F<u»# and suppose

fl'ni0g F<ü>. Say b E (a1 n S0) - F<u>.

No element of FT3 - F(v) is an involution, so, by the above, b E S0 -

FT3(t). If F(v) is not weakly closed in S0 (with respect to /), then for some

g G /, F<ü> * (F(v))g < S0, so F<ü> n (F(v))g is maximal in F(v), and

we may assume that b centralizes a maximal subgroup of F(v}. If F<u> is

weakly closed in S0, then this also holds, as is seen from (2.6). We claim that b

must centralize F. As b normalizes TXU2, b normalizes CTiUi/A (F) = F/Ax,

where F = TXXR2, Txx < Tx, and Txx is homocyclic of rank «. In particular, F

is abelian, fii(F) = F, and ÜX(F) = Ax. Consider the action of b on F/Ax.

Since tb E tvF, tb E tvAx, and so Tx n Txb < CT>(tv) = Ax. Consequently,

F/Ax = Txx/Ax X Txx/Ax and F/^] is a free F2<6>-module. If b centralizes
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Ax, then g E F implies that ggb is an involution centralized by b, and it

follows that b must centralize F. If b does not centralize Ax, then [F, b] =

[Ax, b] has order 2 and F/Ax = C(b) n 7/^4,. In this case there is an

element g G 7,, with ggb of order 4 (just choose g so that (g2)b ^ g2). But

then ggbAx G 7/01, although b centralizes ggbAx. This is a contradiction, so

the claim is proved.

In view of the above claim we conclude that either J = 7<u> or J =

7<ü>(¿>) = Cs (7<u>). Clearly J is weakly closed in S0, and using (2.6) we

have / strongly closed in S0. We can then apply Goldschmidt [11] and

conclude that E(I/0(I)) at L\(q2) or L\(q) X L\(q). Let H be a 2-comple-

ment in N(F) n C(ü)(oo). We consider the group AT = N0H, where N0 =

Nc(F(v/) n CG(F). Then NQ^N and, since vG n F = 0, N acts on 7«.

Also P = N0n TXU2 has order #4 (check this directly using the fact that

[7,, U2] = 1). As Cp(v) = F, P is transitive on Pu. Consequently, N0 and A'

are each transitive on Fv.

In A/0 the stabilizer of v must centralize 7<t>>. So let A, = CN(F(v}). Then

A = A,P/f and fi acts on PNX/NX. Since C^u) G Syl2(CG(v)), and since

Cs(v) normalizes A0, we conclude that Cs(v) n A, G Syl2(A,).

Consequently, 7<u> has index at most 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of A/,, and

S = S n A0 G Syl2(N0). Now NN(S) covers A/A0 and we observe that a

2-complement of NN(S) induces an abelian group on S. For let Hx be a

2-complement in NN(S). Then Hx/CHi(F) = H/CH(F) is abelian. Also

CWi(7) < TV,, so [P, C^CF)] < 7<ü><'g>, where g2 G 7<o> and g G

N(F(v/). Since Cy (7) centralizes 7 and normalizes 7<u>, [P, CÄ (F)] = 1,

proving the claim. Since Ef+l < 7ff and [S, E?+x] = P, NN(S) k NN(P).

Therefore NN(S) < N(P') = A^,). But ¿f<r> acts irreducibly on F and

NN(S) induces H/CH(F) on 7. This is a contradiction.

We are left with the possibility that U2 is homocyclic of rank n. If U2 — R2,

then S = Sx = TXR2T3A0, so suppose U2 > R2. Checking centralizers we see

that

R2t Q tN{Snr) Q U2t.

So

N(SnY)<N(CSnY(ts"Y))<N(Tx)   or   JV(7,n,(73)),

and as 7, is characteristic in 7,fl,(73), we have N(S n Y) < N(TX). Consi-

der the group I = CG(TX)EX. We have (So y) n I = t/2</>. We apply (2.9)

to I. Even though we may have q = 4, the arguments used in the proof of

(2.9) all carry through in this case as well. We conclude that there is a

homocyclic group Û2 > U2 such that Û2 has rank n and ï/2</> G

Syl2(C(7,)). We may assume that 73 < N^^. Letting S2 = TXÛ2T3A0, we

may assume S2 < S. Choose g G NS(S2) - S2. Then g G N(Z(íix(S2))) =
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N(AX), and since TXÛ2A0/AX is the unique group of its isomorphism type in

S2/Ax, we have g G N(TXÛ2A0). Checking centralizers we have tg E U2t. So

g normalizes

Now consider N(TX)/TX. We argue as in (3.14) that N(TX) does not involve

L3(2). As g normalizes TxU2(t}/Tx we have <£,,g> inducing a 2-transitive

group on TxÛ2(t)/TX1SX(Û2). Using the arguments of (2.7) together with an

application of the 3-subgroups theorem we conclude that there is a 2-group

Ü2 > Û2 with [U2, /] = Û2 and Ü2 < C(TX). However, í/2</> G Syl2(C(F,)).

This is a contradiction. We conclude that S = TXU2T3A0. We now have S in

all cases. If R2 = U2, let U2 = U2. Then S = TXÛ2T3A0.

If T3A0 is cyclic, then we have a contradiction as follows. It is easy to check

centralizers to get tG n Tx U2 = 0. So by the Thompson transfer lemma and

the action of Dx, Tx Û2 E Syl2« Tx U2)G)), against (3.3). We may assume that

T3AQ = T3 X A0 > A0 and let <t?> = ÜX(T3).

Let A' = Nn(A,) and let bars denote images in X/A, = X. Then using (2.6)

we have TXU2 strongly closed in 5 unless possibly i/,«» R2, in which case

TXU2A0 is strongly closed in S. By Goldschmidt [11] (f3 X I0) n ((TXUJ^¿

= 1. From here we check centralizers of elements of T3X A0 acting on TXU2

and use the fact that S/Tx U2 is abelian to see that

tx n Txû2v = tx n Txu2tv = 0.

In particular, t ?¿ u and / 7¿ tv in A". Using the action of Ex on F,i/2 and

information on multipliers, we conclude that TxU20(X) <1 X.

If tg = v or tv, then for some Sylow 2-subgroups, H, of A/f, .4, = QX(H)

and we may suppose g E N(A x). But we have just seen this to be impossible.

So / ?¿ v and t ?¿ ít>. Consequently, if we set K = CG(v)/(v), then A/2 =

CM>(v)/(v) is *-standard in A" and NK(M2) n C(M2) contains </, t>>/<ü> as

a Sylow 2-subgroup. By induction we have the structure of K/0(K). Simi-

larly for CG(tv)/(tv}.

We claim that tG n TxÛ2(v) = 0. For suppose z* G TxÛ2(v). Then^, <

C(tg) and we first show that Ax < Aff. If a E Ax — Aff<ig>, then since all

involutions in A/fa are conjugate we have a~cor tv. But then CG(v) or

Cc(ri¡) contains a conjugate of TxU2(t, v), contradicting the above

paragraph. Therefore Ax < Mf(tg). All involutions in Mftg are fused to /*,

so Ax < A/f. So we may assume that g G X = NG(AX), whereas we have

already shown that tx n TxÛ2(v} = 0. So the claim holds and, similarly,

iGn TxU2(tv> = 0.

Apply the Thompson transfer lemma to S, with S0 = TXÛ2T3. By the

above, t g. G', although from the structure of N(TXU2) we have F,i/2 < G.

So S n G' = TxU2(l) where fi,«/>) = <u>, <fü>, or 1. Any involution in
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7, U2 is centralized by an abelian subgroup of order q3. But from the known

structure of CG(t) and CG(tv), we conclude that vG n 7,i?2 = (tv)G n 7,i72

= 0. Consequently, we may apply the Thompson transfer theorem once

again and obtain a normal subgroup of G with 7,{?2 as Sylow 2-subgroup.

This contradicts (3.3), completing the proof of (6.4).

(6.5) |ß| = q2, Y* is transitive on ß, and Y* contains a regular normal

subgroup.

Proof. As A$ n TXR2 = 0 (check centralizers), ß Ç tTxR2/R2 and |ß| <

q2. Using the action of Dx we see that if ß is not of order q2, then

|ß| = 1 + \(q2 - 1) or 1 + f (q2 - 1). In the first case Y* satisfies the

hypotheses, but not the conclusion, of Theorem 1.1 of Hering, Kantor and

Seitz [16]. In the second case |ß| is odd, so Y* has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup

and is solvable. By order considerations Y* is primitive. Also ¿>* is semiregu-

lar on ß - {AR2/R2). So if N* is a minimal normal subgroup of Y*, N* is

semiregular on ß and N*DX* is a Frobenius group. But then Df cannot act

fixed-point-freely on TXR2/R2. So |ß| = q2 and, by definition of ß, Y* is

transitive on ß.

It remains to show that Y* contains a regular normal subgroup. In the

action on ß, ß,(73) fixes all (if 73 = 1) or exactly q points of ß, so if 7£ =£ 1,

then Cy.(ß,(73)*) has Sylow 2-subgroups of order dividing q\T3\. If n is even

then 3 \q + 1, Y* is 2-transitive and Theorem (1.1) of [16] gives the result. So

suppose n is odd. Then |73| = 1 or 2. Consider Y0 — CY(AX) <1 Y. Then Y$

has orbits of equal length on ß and the stabilizer in y¿* of AR2/R2 is

¿>*ß,(73)*. So |yj| = (q + 1)2° or \(q + 1)2" for some integer a > 2.

Choose N minimal normal in Y* with N < Y0. If D* n N = 1, then N is a

2-group and is consequently a regular normal subgroup. So suppose D* n N

i= 1. But |A : CN(D* n A)| is a power of 2, so we obtain a contradiction

from Burnside's Theorem.

Notation. Let Yx be the kernel of Y on ß and let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup

of the preimage of the regular normal subgroup of Y*. We may assume

R2(t) < U n y„ that 7,^2 < U, and that there is a subgroup 7, of odd

order such that 73 normalizes Ex, Ex normalizes U, and Ex induces Dx on

TXR2. Then U= i/,<r>, where Ux = [U,EX]. Let R2 = Ux n Yx. Standard

arguments imply R2 = R2 or R2/R2 = Ax as 7,-modules.

(6.6) Let i/0 = [i/„ E], where E = 7f_1.

(i) U0 covers Ux/R2.

(ii) Ux/R2 is elementary abelian.

(in)[t/0)i?2]=l.

Proof, (i) is clear as UX/TXR2 and TXR2/R2 are equivalent 7,-modules.
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Also, by (2.2), Ux/R2 is abelian. As the normal closure of F in F centralizes

R2, U0 is in C(R2), proving (iii).

So i/0 has class 2 and for x,y G U0, [x2,y2] = [x4,y] E [R2,y] = 1. If

Ux/R2 is not elementary, this would imply Tx is abelian, which is absurd.

This proves (ii).

(6.7) (i) R2 is elementary abelian, R2 = R2, and U'x = R2.

(ii) R2 and Ux are characteristic in UXT3A0 = U.

Proof. Suppose that R2 is homocyclic of rank «. As U0 has class 2 and

R2 n i/0 < Z(U0), x,y in U0 imphes that 1 = [x2,y] = [x,y]2. So [U& U0] <

Ax and for x G U0, iC^x)! > q5. Choose x G Tx - Ax. Then t normalizes

CU{(x) and \CTi(x)\ = q2. Consequently, Ux = TxCUo(x). As [Ux,t]R2 =

TXR2, we obtain a contradiction by looking at [t, C(j(x)]. Namely, Cv(x)

covers UX/TXR2, so

TxR2 = [t,Ux]R2 = [t,CUi(x)]R2.

On the other hand, [/, CUt(x)] < CT¡Ri(x), which does not cover TXR2/R2. So

R2 is elementary and R2 = R2. Also the above argument shows that U'x = R2.

By (6.6) R2 < Z(i/,). Also [Ux, t]R2 = F,/^ and Û' < Ux, so C¿(U') >
R2, is i-invariant and intersects Tx in j4,. This forces C(,(U') = /?2, so R2 is

characteristic in Û. In i//.rv2, t//Ä2 is unique of its isomorphism type,

proving (ii).

(6.8)/Gn £/,</>-r"'- Uxt.

(ii) T3A0 =T3XA0> A0.

Proof. Both Ux/R2 and R2 are free F2<i>-modules, proving (i) (no conju-

gate of t centralizes R2, so tG n Ux = 0). If F3/40 is cyclic, then from (6.7)(ii)

and (i) we have S = UXT3A0. However, we can then transfer out T^q,

contradicting (3.3). So T3A0 is not cyclic and (ii) holds.

(6.9) S > UXT3A0.

Proof. Suppose that S = UX(T3 x A0). First assume that C^/?^ > Ux.

Then CS(R2) = Ux(k), where </c> or </cz> is fi,(F3). By (3.5)(a) and transfer,

G = O2(G)A0 with 02(G) n A0 = 1. Clearly Ux < 02(G), so £/,</> G

Syl2(02(G)) with fi,«/» = </v'> and k'= k ox kt. If (/V)°2(C) (1 Î/, = 0,

then we have a contradiction by transfer. So assume (k')G n Ux¥= 0. Invo-

lutions in Í/, have centralizers of order at least qA (as U'x = R2). Since Ux/R2

is a free F2</c')-module, each involution in Uxk' is conjugate to one in R2k'.

Now CUt(k') does not cover C(k') n i/,//î2, since Cri(/c') = Ax.

Consequently, elements of k'G n Ux(k') that are extremal in i/,</> are all in

Ux. Choosing a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(k') and extending to a Sylow

2-subgroup of G, we see that there is a conjugate i/f of Ux such that it' G i/f
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and t G N(Uf). Since t G Uf, both Uf/R$ and 7f are free F2<í>-modules.

It follows that \C(t) n Uf | = q3. Modulo O(Af), C(i) n t/f<r> = 7f<r, t>>,
where 7f < £/f and has index 2 in 7,. But [k, 7,] is homocyclic of exponent

4, whereas [k, Uf] < 7f. This is impossible.

We now have CS(R2) = Ux. Then both Ux/R2 and i?2 are free modules for

<r>, <u>, and {tv}, so we conclude that each involution in S — Ux is

conjugate in Ux to one of t, v, tv. The arguments of the previous paragraph

show that vG n Ux = (tv)G n £/, = 0, and we know that tG n £/, = 0, as r

cannot centralize a conjugate of R2. Suppose r° n Ux(v) = 0. Then apply

the Thompson transfer theorem twice to conclude that Ux E Syl2«£/,G»,

which contradicts (3.3). So assume that t8 E Ux(v} for some g G G. By the

above we may assume that t8 = v. Also we may assume g normalizes

CWi(u)(00) and Ax. So (Ax(t})g = Ax(v). A Sylow 2-subgroup of Ac(,4,<t>» is

a conjugate of 7,7<273<r>. Note that R2 < N(Ax(v/). We claim that R2 is

strongly closed in 7,i?273<r> with respect to G. Suppose r E R2 and r* G

7,^27^0 - ^2- Then rx £ TXR2, as Q^iy = R2. So [f, r*] G 7, - ^,.

However, <r, /•*> is dihedral, so t inverts [t, r']. This is impossible. By the

above we have now established the claim. So we may take g G N(R^. Now

use (2.6) and Goldschmidt [11] to conclude that UxO(NG(R2)) ̂N^RJ.

Consequently, we may assume g G N(UX).

It now follows that g can be chosen as a 3-element in N (S) and t ~ v —

tv. In particular, 73 = <ü>. Consider the group N = NG(UX) and let bars

denote images in N/CN(UX/R2). The group CN(R2) is 2-closed and

E <CN(R2). Also, since g normalizes Ax and CM(u)(co), we may assume g

normalizes Exq+X. Say fi is minimal normal in N with H < CN(R2). H is an

elementary /-group for some prime /. Then

H=Ci¡(t')Cíi(v)C]í(lv~).

But Cfj(t) < £ and C^(ô n C¡¡(lv) =1. So f7 has order l\ As ¿7+1

centralizes C¡j(t), we use the action of g to see that Exq+XH = Exq+X X H =

B. However, Ux/R2 has at most 2 5-composition factors, as Exq+X X Cj¡(t) is

irreducible on TXR2/R2 and on UX/TXR2. This implies B has rank at most 2,

and we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of (6.9).

Let Nx = NG(UX) and let bars denote images in Nx modulo CNi(Ux/R2).

Write <t)> = ß,(73). There is an element s G NS(UXT3A0) such that r1 g t/,/.

Now í acts on T3A0UX/UX at T3X A0. So if |73| > 2 we have t* E Uxtv. If

173| = 2 we rechoose 73, if necessary, so that in all cases ts E Uxtv. Since

each of R2 and Ux/R2 is a free F2«i,»-module, we_may assume ts = it).

Then s normalizes N = C^((_t, ts}). So 5 normalizes 7oo> where 7oo = E{+1.

Also 5 normalizes 0(NX)> E.

Now [7Q0, 7] = [i,», E*] - 1, so that W = <7oo, 7, 7J> centralizes 7qo. It
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follows that V = Ux/R2 may be regarded as an F?-module for W and that V

is either irreducible under the action of W or the sum of two irreducibles.

That is, V is the sum of irreducible submodules of dimension 1 or 2. Passing

to splitting fields and noting that W has odd order, we see that each of the

submodules splits into linear factors. Consequently, W is abelian.

Since / centralizes E and ts inverts E, we know that EES = E X Es. From

here we see that V splits into a sum V = Vx © V2 of inequivalent irreducible

modules for ËXË[ = Ë^X Ë~ X Ë~s = W.

This decomposition of V gives further information about t/, as follows. As

Ex is fixed-point-free on V, t cannot stabilize Vx and V2. For otherwise t

would centralize W/CW(V¡), i = 1, 2, which implies that [W, t] < CW(VX) n

CW(V2)= 1, a contradiction. So t interchanges Vx, V2. Also í acts on

{ P"i> ̂2} as s G N(W). Consequently, tJ_G <s, t}' mustfix each of Vx and V2.

For i =1,2 let F¡ = CEp(V¡). Then F = FXF2 = ËËS. Write J¡/R2 = V¡.

Then for /, G /„ j2 E J2, [jx,j2] = [/'„/'f ] for each g G F,. So [J2, Fx] <

C(jx), and, as [J2, Fx] covers J2/R2, we conclude that [Jx, J2] = 1.

Let/, G /,. As \JX/R2\ = \R2\ = q2, [/„ /,] < R2. Suppose q^S. Then F2

is irreducible on Jx/R2, and g E F2 implies [/,, /,] = [/f, /,]. So here [/,, /,]

< R2, and using the fact that [/,, J2] = 1 and the action of Fqo» we nave

|/,'| = q. If q = 8 an easy Lie ring argument shows that |/,'| = 8. Similarly,

\J2\ = q. Setting Y¡ = [/,., E] and using (6.7) we now have Ux= YXX Y2 with

/ interchanging Yx and Y2.

Since / is an involution, Yx¡= Y22* CUx(t) = Tx. Hence /?2 = fi,(t/,). The

Krull-Schmidt theorem implies that {YXZ(UX), Y2Z(UX)} is invariant under

NG(UX) = Nx. Also

TV", = ^ (y,Z(i/,))<r>,       iV0 = NNi (y,Z(t/,)) < A,.

We choose T3 and_s sojhat <F3, j> < A0. Notejhat s and v normalize Eqq,

y,, and y2. Also F= FXX F2 = Ë X E\ Let ^. be a Sylow p-subgroup of

F¡, where p = 3 if q = 8_and p a primitive divisor of q + 1 if q ^ 8. Then f

must centralize one of F, and F2 and invert the other. Say s centralizes F,.

Then FLnormalizes [i, V2\ If J G C(Foo), then considering the Frobenius

group [F00, s](s), we conclude that V2 is a free F2«í»-module. But then F,

cannot act on [ V2, s\. Therefore s centralizes Fqo and, as E00PX is irreducible

on V2, sEC(V2). This forces s E C(FX).

Now consider the action of (Em, s, v) on R2 to get <j, v) E C(R2).

Further, an application of the 3-subgroups lemma to <j>, F2 and F, shows

that [s, y2] = 1.    _

We know that fi,( F3)</> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(z), so the Sylow

2-subgroups of C(t}/Ux are dihedral or quasidihedral, where C = N(UX) (~)

C(R2). Now C n C(yj ^ C for z = 1, 2, and from these facts we see that

<j, v)Ux G Syl2(C), <i, v)Ux/Ux is klein, and C/Í/, has 2-complement
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(j/easj E_C(V2)). Let C¡ = CN¿Y¡) soJhaX F¡ < C¡. Then [C„ C2] <

C(UX) and_[C„ C2]= 1. As C2 = C[, CXC2 < CxCG(i). This shows that

FXF2= 0(C,C2)< A,.

Say q = 8. We claim that í/,<j, ü></> = 5. For Ux(s, v) < C(/?2) implies

that tG n t/,<5, ü> = 1, and the involutions in Ux(s, u></> - Ux(s, v} are in

ty U Uxtv. As (C/iO5 = Uxtv and /G n t/,r = tu\ Ux(s, t>></> controls its

fusion of conjugates of t, and the claim follows. Suppose q =£ 8; then 7, is

irreducible on y2. As N¿ < C(FX), N¿ induces a cyclic group on V2. Similarly

for Vx. So N¿ is abelian of odd order and of rank at most 2. Since C(t) covers

C(t) n (N0/N¿), N0/N¿ has Sylow 2-subgroups of rank 2. It is now easy to

check that {/, is characteristic in S n Nx, so S = S n A, G Syl2(G).

As ttx(S n A0) < Ux(s, v) < C(R2), tG n (S n N0) = 0, and we apply

transfer to obtain a subgroup G0 of index 2 in G with í/,<ü> < G0.

Considering the action of / on a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(v), we see that

vG n í/,<5> = ücn t/,<t>i> = 0.

Again we can apply transfer to get v £ G'. But then s' G süí/, implies that

Ux E Syl2(G'), contradicting (3.3).

We have now completed the proof of the main theorem.
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